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Preface
In affiliation with the XXVI International Congress of Ophthalmology, March 1990, Singapore, a satellite meeting on Cataract and Epidemiology was convened. For the third time since 1986, the subject has found broad interest, and a lively exchange of experience was possible. We wish to express our thanks to Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. W. Straub, Marburg, as editor and S. Karger Publishers, Basel, for the opportunity to again publish the presentations of the 3rd International Symposium on ‘Cataract and Epidemiology’ in Developments in Ophthalmology. The previous meetings were documented in volumes 15 and 17 and found great interest among the lens research community. Volume 21 provides an update and allows an insight into present ongoing research projects.
Kazuyuki Sasaki, Uchinada
Otto Hockwin, Bonn